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Abstract

Existing state-of-the-art (SOTA) video anomaly detection methods have mainly fo-

cused on the network design for obtaining their performance improvements. Different

to the main research trend, this paper focuses on the data perspective, where the key

idea is to mine useful ‘normal’ data from the unseen video frames. For any off-the-shelf

anomaly deep model, these newly mined data could help the deep model in familiar-

izing more normal feature patterns. Thus, those previously miss-detected abnormal

patterns and false-alarms detections would have more chances to be rectified if the tar-

get anomaly detection deep model has been finetuned on these newly mined normal

data. Extensive quantitative evaluations have verified the effectiveness of the proposed

approach in achieving persistent performance improvement by almost 7% AUC im-

provement.
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1. Introduction and Motivation

Video anomaly detection (VAD) is an important task for various computer vision

related applications, which helps people to automatically identify abnormal behaviors

in massive surveillance video streams. Compared with the normal behaviors, the ab-

normal ones are usually very rare, and its definition is usually extremely extensive —

any spatial/temporal feature patterns with large differences to the normal ones could be

the abnormalities.
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During the past decade, the VAD community has expended large efforts on design-

ing various hand-crafted features/manners/models to separate the abnormalities from

the normal ones, where the most representative methods are mainly developed on the

object-wise trajectories [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] and the optical flow based histograms [6, 7, 8].

Recently, the sparse representation and its variants [9, 10, 11, 12, 13] have been widely-

used to model the normal behaviors, where the key rationale is that the abnormal be-

haviors are usually more difficult to be reconstructed by using a very ‘sparse’ dictio-

nary that was built on the normal behaviors in advance. Thus, when the current video

frame containing some abnormal regions, the corresponding sparse reconstruction er-

ror should be extremely large. And this rationale has been widely-used for encoding

normal patterns and detecting anomalies.

After entering the deep learning era, various fancy deep models have been pro-

posed [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23], and their performances have outper-

formed the conventional methods significantly in terms of both detection accuracy and

efficiency. Similar to the conventional approaches, most of the state-of-the-art (SO-

TA) deep models have followed the one class supervised learning scheme, where their

training sets contain normal frames only. Therefore, their learning objectives are to

remember all normal behaviors, aiming for a good/poor generalization ability towards

the normal/abnormal regions.

Most recently, though the SOTA quantitative scores have been improving steadily

and significantly, our VAD community has continued in focusing on the perspective of

model design. However, as is well-known, the overall performance of a deep model

(e.g., the widely-used autoencoder [14, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28]) is not merely relying on

the exact network architecture, but both the composition of training set and the exact

choice of learning scheme might matter rather more, while this critical aspect, also as

the main focus of this paper, has long been overlooked by our community. In a deep

network model, parameters (batch size, learning rates, etc) and functions (activation,
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optimization, loss functions) should be chosen appropriately. In various works using

digital photographes, deep network performances have been evaluated with different

optimization, activation and loss functions recently [29, 30, 31, 32, 33].

In fact, the nature of VAD is an ‘open’ task, and there exist massive available raw

video data in real practice, and these data might be able to improve/robust the target

SOTA deep model — the model that we attempt to improve, if those normal pattern-

s embedded in these data has been learned in advance. Suppose these data has been

detected by the target model, we attempt to mine useful ‘normal’ patterns from the

buffered frame stream as much as possible. Then, these fresh ‘normal’ patterns, cou-

pling with the original training set together, will be jointly applied to retrain the target

model, making it to be more familiar towards the normal patterns of the upcoming un-

seen frame stream. As such, the retained deep model could be more sensitive to those

challenge anomalies.

In our implementation, we simply choose the MLAD [28], a competitive model

which leads the SOTA performance. We choose the MLAD as the baseline model

only because that, to the best of our knowledge, the MLAD is the only one in the

VAD research community that has completely released the codes (both training and

testing). And, more importantly, the MLAD is able to produce pixel-wise detections—

very important for our method to produce the binary MASKs, while most of the existing

models could only provide the frame-wise detections.

Our method overview can be found in Fig. 1, where the binary ‘MASK’ is the

technical key of the proposed data mining approach, which will be detailed in Sec. 3.2.

In a word, compared with the original version, the retrained target model would be

persistently improved by 7% in terms of AUC metric.

We have summarized the major contributions of our work into 2 aspects:

1) Instead of focusing on the network design that has been widely-studied by our VAD

research community, this paper attempts to further improve the SOTA performance via
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Figure 1: Method overview demonstration. Without using any ground truths (GTs), the target SOTA model
(MLAD [28]) can be persistently improved after being retrained on the ‘New Set’, where the ‘MASKs’ aim
to exclude the anomalies from being learned.

re-training the existing model on new data mined from the testing video stream;

2) This paper has also devised a novel data mining and a network re-training schemes,

where the proposed methodology is clearly generic and could be suitable for most of

the existing SOTA pixel-wise VAD models, and the key rationale has large potential to

inspire other works in the near future.

2. Related Works

Generally speaking, abnormal events account for a very small proportion of video

data, most of which are normal video data, and usually there are few or no annotations

that can be used for supervised learning. As a result, almost all mainstream video

anomaly detection methods have followed the unsupervised learning methodology. At

present, the existing approaches can be divided into three categories: 1) object-wise

trajectory based ones; 2) regional-wise modeling based ones, and 3) pixel-wise deep

learning based ones.
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2.1. Object-wise Trajectory based VAD Approaches

In a typical object-based approach, all objects are detected in advance and tracked

later to obtain object-wise trajectories [34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41? ], where the

object behavior can be inferred from these extracted trajectories.

Early works usually adopted various low-level trajectory features to represent reg-

ular behaviors [42, 43]. Some researches generate the object-wise trajectories of all

moving objects in the scene [44, 1, 2, 3], and then these trajectories are clustered to

formulate the classic bag-of-words. Based on this, the normal pattern can be easily

modeled by the vanilla sparse representation framework. Recently, Li et al. [45] pro-

posed a new dynamic image, composed by the angle and magnitude of the optical flow,

to improve the detection accuracy for surveillance video. At the same time, they al-

so proposed an effective and scale-insensitive for abnormal motion, named histogram

variance of optical flow angle (HVOFA). In addition, they proposed a background mod-

el to detect location anomalies. Finally, tracking is utilized to pick up missing anoma-

lies and reduce false positive candidates. Ionescu et al. [27] convert the VAD problem

as a multi-class classification task [46, 47], where they use an unsupervised feature

learning for an object-centric convolutional autoencoder to encode both temporal mo-

tion and spatial appearance.

In summary, the overall performances of the aforementioned methods are heavi-

ly relied on the exact object detector and tracker. Therefore, these methods are also

suffered from the challenges that are frequently occurred in the object detecting or

tracking task, e.g., low resolution, complex background, rapid motion, and occlusion.

2.2. Regional-wise Modeling based VAD Approaches

This type of VAD method usually divides video frame into multiple sub-regions,

extracting hand-crafted features based on appearance and motion patterns to represent

normal behaviors, and the patterns in each sub-region are used for anomaly evaluation,

respectively. These methods avoid the process of object detection and extract feature
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descriptors that characterize video information from image blocks. For video repre-

sentation, researchers have proposed many low-level video descriptors for robust video

anomaly detection in crowded scenes. After extracting features, sparse coding is usu-

ally used to construct a normal event model. The work of Mahadevan et al. [48] is one

of the pioneering work using low-level descriptors. They represent the appearance and

dynamics of video frame patches through mixture of dynamic texture (MDT). Kratz

et al. [6] applied spatiotemporal gradients (i.e., 3D gradients) to describe video events

in extremely crowded scenes, where Lu et al. [49] followed this rationale. Zhang et

al. [50] also adopted the spatiotemporal gradients as the appearance cue of video event.

Roshtkhari et al. [7] used the histogram of gradients (HOG) to represent the dense-

ly sampled spatiotemporal cuboid video data. Similarly, Zhao et al. [10] used both

HOG and histogram of optical flow (HOF) to encode video events, which learned their

normality through dynamic sparse coding. Further, Cong et al. [9] proposed a multi-

scale HOF descriptor with different feature bases to preserve spatiotemporal context

information. Cheng et al. [51] applied 3D HOG, HOF and 3D SIFT to represent the

spatiotemporal interest points in the video. Zaharescu et al. [52] modeled normal be-

havior based on distributions of spatio-temporal oriented energy. However, processing

all image patches with a fixed step size is very time-consuming.

In fact, these methods mentioned above are still based on hand-crafted features,

where both spatial appearance and temporal coherency are considered for the VAD

task. However, these methods still have some limitations, e.g., heavy computational

cost and poor generalization ability. For example, the number of normal pattern models

varies due to the diversity of sub-region split strategies, which makes these models

difficult to be applied to other scenes.

2.3. Pixel-wise Deep Learning based VAD Approaches

With the development of deep learning techniques, some researchers have resorted

to the deep learning tools for the VAD task, where deep learning networks are usually
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used to extract high-level representations of video frames. Most recently, various fancy

networks have been proposed for the VAD task, such as AutoEncoder [14], GVID [15],

RBM [16], PCANet [17, 18], spatiotemporal CNN [19, 20], AMDN [21], C3D net-

work [11], deep cascade [22] and deep anomaly [23], etc. Some works have took the

advantage of generative adversarial networks (GAN) [53] to predict normal frames.

If the prediction result and the real test frame are mismatch [54] or the test frame is

recognized as a fake one by the discriminator [55, 56, 57, 58, 59], the test frame will

be considered as an abnormal frame. Vu et al. [28] used the deep auto-encoder to re-

construct video frames and optical flows respectively, and then used them as input to

train a conditional GAN. Gong et al. [25] proposed a memory-enhanced auto-encoder

for further improving. Similarly, Park et al. [60] advocated a memory module with new

update scheme to learn the feature representation of normal behaviors. Chang et al. [61]

designed a novel convolutional auto-encoder to separately capture spatial and temporal

informative representations. Besides, they design a deep k-means cluster to force the

appearance and the motion encoder to extract common factors of variation within the

dataset. Zhou et al. [62] proposed an attention-driven loss to alleviate the foreground-

background imbalance problem in anomaly detection. Doshi et al. [63] proposed an

online anomaly detection method for surveillance videos using transfer learning and

continual learning. It reduces the training complexity and provides a mechanism for

continually learning from recent data without suffering from catastrophic forgetting.

Pang et al. [64] seek performance improvement through self-training, which trains an

anomaly score learner for more accurate anomaly detection.

Compared with the conventional hand-crafted approaches, the deep learning based

approaches require no human intervention with better generalization ability. However,

these methods still have one major limitation: the real world is constantly evolving,

and the current definitions of normal behavior and abnormal behavior need to be also

updated and evolved over time, but most of SOTA models have overlooked the re-
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training process, making them with limited adaptive ability when facing long-term

video sequences.

3. The Proposed Method

Given an off-the-shelf anomaly detection model (baseline), our idea is to resort a

semi-supervised re-learning scheme to further boost this baseline approach. To achieve

this, we construct a new training set, whose training instances are all selectively ex-

tracted from the original testing set, and both this new training set (without using any

ground truths) and the original training set (with ground truths) will be used to re-train

the baseline model to improve its performance. Thus, a proper semi-supervised manner

for constructing such new training set shall be the key technical focus of this paper, and

it will be detailed, but, before that, we shall provide some necessary preliminaries for

a better understanding.

3.1. Preliminaries

The basic rationale of video anomaly detection (VAD) is appearnces/motions mod-

eling, which resorts various deep models such as the typical FCNs (full convolutional

networks [65]), DAEs (denoising auto encoders [66]) and GANs(generative adversarial

networks [53]) to remember various spatial/temporal patterns among the training set.

Compared with the normal behaviors, the abnormalities are quite rare in general

and difficult to enumerate, and thus the widely-used training sets (e.g., UCSD Ped 1 &

2 [67]) in our VAD community usually contain ‘normal’ frames (i.e., a frame without

any abnormality) solely, where the training/testing process (tr / te) can be roughly

briefed as the left/right parts of Eq. 1.

Itrt ↔ F(Itrt ,Θ); F(Itet ,Θ)→ Pt, d(Pt, Itet )→ E, (1)

where Itr/tet denotes the t-th training/testing frame, which contains both spatial and

temporal information; F represents the baseline model adopted in this paper (we ab-
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breviate it as the target SOTA model) and Θ represents its learnable hidden parameters;

Pt denotes the target SOTA model’s output when taking the Itet as input; d(·) denotes

a distance measurement (e.g., a typical L2 distance); E is the error matrix—a widely-

used abnormality indicator, whose values will be relatively large if the current input

frame contains abnormalities, because the trained target SOTA model F is only famil-

iar with the normal patterns.

Since the deep model design is beyond the scope of this paper, we simply choose the

MLAD as the baseline model, and, if necessary, more technical details can be obtained

in [28]. Some important training details have been demonstrated in Fig. 2-A, where

‘oGANs’ and ‘cGANs’ are two independent GANs, which respectively take {color

frames} or {optical flows} as the input to predict the corresponding {optical flows}

or {color frames}. The testing procedure can be found in the sub-figure C, where

the behind rationale of ‘Error Matrix (O/C)’ is identical to that of the E mentioned in

Eq. 1. In a word, a testing frame will be classified as an anomaly frame if the error

matrix averagely (i.e., the L1 matrix norm) exceeds the predefined hard-threshold.

A Brief Review of the Optical Flow. Assume two consecutive video frames can

be represented as Ij and Ij+1, and the corresponding optical flow OFj , which will be

used for ISOD model fine-tuning, can be computed by Eq. 2.

OFj = ce
{
FlowNet(Ij , Ij+1)

}
, (2)

where ‘FlowNet’ represents the off-the-shelf optical flow tool [68], whose input in-

cludes two consecutive video frames, and the outputs are two gradient matrixes rep-

resenting the spatial displacement over the vertical and horizontal directions; ce{·}

denotes the widely used color encryption tool, which converts the abovementioned two

optical flow matrixes to a three-dimensional matrix.
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3.2. Rationale of the Proposed Method

Given a target SOTA approach, we suppose all testing frames have already been

predicted to be either the normal frames or the anomaly via the corresponding error

matrix (E, Eq. 1), and, more intuitively, there must exist various failure cases (e.g.,

miss-detections and false-alarms) among the normal/anomaly partition determined by

the target model. Nevertheless, apart from such failure cases, there also exist massive

successful cases, and some of them are really helpful to improve the target SOTA model

if we integrate them into the original training set and use it to start a new round of model

training.

Though our idea is simple and straightforward, mining useful/valuable data from

the testing set is never an easy task, whose objectives should be summarized as the

following two-fold: 1) the amount of the mined data should be the more the better; 2)

those abnormal regions should all be excluded or omitted during the retraining process.

To this end, we have devised a feasible way to reveal testing frames that were pervi-

ously predicted to be the normal cases with ‘strong’ confidences. Meanwhile, we have

resorted the regional-wise “MASK” — a binary matrix with identical size to the input,

to tell the upcoming retraining process (Fig. 2-B) which image regions might be the

less-trustworthy ones (i.e., the potential abnormalities). Thus, those less-trustworthy

regions would be excluded from the retraining process as well.

Suppose all testing data (containing M frames) have already been partitioned into

two groups by the target SOTA model, i.e., the abnormal testing frames and the nor-

mal testing frames (containing n frames), our data mining scheme will be performed

discriminatively over these two types of frames.

3.3. Mining Useful Data from The Testing Set

Abnormal Testing Frames. According to our observation, most of the failure cases

among the ‘abnormal testing frames’ are the false-alarms, where the miss-detections

are quite rare (less than 5%). Thus, by using a ‘slack’ hard threshold (ηs), all abnormal
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Figure 2: Training/Testing/Network details. (A) is the training process of the baseline model, and its purpose
is to optimize the loss of two GANs to generate optical flow images from video frames and video frames
from optical flow images. (B) is the training process of our model. By introducing MASK to guide the
learning process of the model when calculating the loss, it can shield the abnormal region and learn the
behavior pattern of the normal region. (C) is the testing process of the model. Two errors from the generated
image to the original image are obtained (one is Error Matrix O, the other is Error Matrix C) from the two
GANs (one is cGANs and the other is oGANs) , and then the final error map is obtained.

testing frames could be included into the new training set. The exact choice of ηs will

be verified via an ablation study later. We use the binary ‘MASK’ to prevent those

abnormal patterns from being learned by the target model, where this MASK is simply

obtained by binarizing the reconstruction error (E, Eq. 1) via threshold ηs.

Normal Testing Frames. Compared with the ‘abnormal testing frames’, it is more

difficult to obtain the MASKs for the normal testing frames, because they may contain

some miss-detected anomalies, and the simple hard-threshold based MASKs might be-

come less-trustworthy. As a result, the retraining process may degenerate the target
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Figure 3: Details of mining useful data from testing set, where Si represents the anomaly score of the i-th
frame, i.e., Si = avg(||Oi||1, ||Ei||1); avg is the average operator; Oi and Ei respectively represent the
optical flow error matrix and the color error matrix, which can be seen in Fig. 2; || · ||1 is the typical L1

matrix norm.

SOTA model if we aggressively include a large mount of abnormal patterns. To solve

this problem, our principle is to further filter ‘all’ those frames that may contain abnor-

mal patterns. The technical details can be seen in Fig. 3, which can also be summarized

as the following three steps.

Firstly, we resort a small non-zero threshold (ηp=0.02) to coarsely locate “all pos-

sible” anomaly image regions, and their average reconstruction errors will be used to

represent their “frame-level” confidences ({RSi}) to be the anomaly frames.

Secondly, we update the initial ηp via a dynamic threshold, because the miss-

detections usually tend to be the minority, as such we assignmin{RSh}, h ∈ {1, ..., n}

to ηp, and this new ηp will be used to recompute the frame-level reconstruction error,

updating {RSi} → {FSi} as Fig. 3. Compared with {RS}, the newly obtained {FS}

is more sensitive to the real miss-detected anomalies. Specifically, both {RS} and

{FS} will be normalized into [0,1].
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Thirdly, based on the normalized {RS}, we design a dynamic hinge threshold

(T ) over {FS} to directly exclude those less-trustworthy normal frames (i.e., the h-th

frame, as a normal frame, should be a less-trustworthy frame if its FSh ≥ T ) from be-

ing included into the retraining set, where the proposed hinge threshold is formulated

as Eq. 3.

T = α
(
X −X2

)
, X = mean

(
N(RSh)

)
, (3)

where h ∈ {1, ..., n}; mean(·) returns the input’s average; α is a predefined parameter

controlling the sensitiveness of the proposed hinge threshold T , which should range

between (0, 4). To be more specific, both X and T range between [0, 1], thus the exact

choices of T should follow a parabolic function, where, as the mid-point of a parabolic

function—‘α/4’—should also range between [0, 1]. Therefore, with such a restricted

range, we have empirically tested several choices of α, then we simply choose α = 2

as the optimal choice. Specifically, we have observed that the overall performance is

insensitive to the exact choice of α.

As a quadratic form, the rationale of this hinge threshold T is to automatically

choose a large threshold value if the frame-level errors of that given ‘normal testing

frames’ have exhibited large variance — often with some mid-levelX (Eq. 3), meaning

that the miss-detected abnormalities have totally different reconstruction error levels to

the normal ones, and thus we can choose a large T to filter those anomaly frames easily.

On the contrary, our hinge threshold will automatically assign a small value to T if the

X tends to be small or large, meaning that these normal testing frames tend to the

less-trustworthy cases, where the anomaly regions are difficult to be further revealed,

and thus a small T will ensure that only those frames with high confidence degrees

can be included into the retraining set. For example, the h-th normal testing frame

will be finally determined as a “normal frame” if the FSh < T , and, otherwise, it will

be excluded from being added into the new training set. In addition, for the selection

of abnormal and normal frames, we constrain the length of the selected video frame
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segment by using a minimum number of consecutive frames FNmin. Since the size of

this parameter will affect the number of final selected video frames, the FNmin in our

experiments is set to 10.

3.4. Target Model Retraining

By using the above mentioned steps, only those high-confident anomaly and nor-

mal testing frames now have been included into the retraining set. Meanwhile, all

those “suspicious” image regions which have any possibilities to be the anomaly re-

gions should be committed during the retraining process, and these regions should be

indicated by the retraining MASKs (its details will be introduced later). Thus, the re-

training objective towards the target SOTA model (i.e., MLAD [28]) should be formu-

lated as below (here we take its cGAN branch for example, and the “network overall”

can be roughly referred from Fig. 2-C):

JcGAN = Ex,z

[
log
(

1−D
(
x,G(x, z)

))]

+ Ex,y

[
log D(x,y)

]
+ λ · JL1

(x,y),

(4)

where D(·) and G(·) denote the discriminator and the generator respectively; x, y,

z respectively represent the input color frame, the corresponding optical flow and a

random noise matrix; E[·] is the widely-used exponential moving average; the last part

JL1
is a L1 distance based loss to force the generator to output images as close to the

input as possible and the hyper-parameter λ is a balance factor which we empirically

assign it to 100 (we have also tested other choices but no significant changes over the

overall performance have been observed), in which thisL1 loss is detailed as following:

JL1(x,y) =
∥∥∥(y −G(x, z)

)
�MASK

∥∥∥
1
, (5)

where the MASK ∈ {0, 1}w×h is capable of omitting all suspicious image regions—

the potential anomalies, from being back propagated during the retraining process,
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e.g., its pixel-wise element at location (u,v), i.e., the MASK(u,v), will be assigned to 1

only if the FS(u, v) < ηa, and it will be assigned to 0 otherwise, where ηa is another

predefined hard threshold which will be discussed later, w and h denote the input width

and height respectively; � denotes the element-wise multiplicative operation.

Once the target SOTA model has been retrained, the testing procedure will output

two error matrixes, i.e., Error Matrix (O) and Error Matrix (C), and we represent the

average as avg(O,C) → S (Fig. 2-C); the i-th testing frame will be classified as an

anomaly frame if Si ≥ ηs (Fig. 3), and the corresponding anomaly regions will be

determined by performing pixel-wise classifications via the hard threshold ηa.

4. Experiments

In this section, we will verify the effectiveness of the proposed method and com-

pare it with other SOTA approaches. Currently, there are four widely-used benchmark

datasets in our VAD community, including PED1 [67], PED2 [67], Avenue [49] and

ShanghaiTech [13]. We resort to the widely-used frame-level, pixel-level [67] and dual

pixel-level [14] AUC and EER as the quantitative metrics.

4.1. Quantitative Evaluation Datasets

UCSD [67]. This set was taken with a fixed camera and focused on two sidewalks. It in-

cludes two data sets, ped1 and ped2, which capture different crowd scenes from sparse

to dense. The normal behaviors of the training video samples only included scenes of

pedestrians walking on the sidewalk, while the test video samples included abnormal

pedestrian motion patterns (such as walking on the sidewalk or on the grass) and un-

expected behaviors (such as skateboarding, cycling and driving). The Ped1 data set

has 34 training video samples and 36 test video samples, each video segment includes

200 frames, and the resolution of each frame is 158×238. Test videos are marked with

frame-level and pixel-level ground-truth labels. This data set contains many kinds of

abnormal events, so it is challenging and widely used, but these abnormal events are
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not used for training. The scale of the objects in the data set also changes. The Ped2

data set has 16 training video samples and 12 test video samples, each video segment

is within 200 frames, and the resolution of each frame is 320×240. The 12 test video

segments provide frame-level and pixel-level labels. This data set is also widely used

in the field of anomaly detection.

CUHK Avenue [49]. This set uses a fixed camera with a resolution of 640×360 pixels

to capture and record the street activities of the City University of Hong Kong. The

dataset has 16 training video samples containing normal human behavior, and 21 test

video samples containing abnormal events and human actions. The data set has a total

of 30,652 frames, and all test videos have object-level ground-truth annotations, that is,

a rectangular area is used to mark anomalies in spatial locations. Normal behavior is

pedestrians on the sidewalk, and pedestrians gathering on the sidewalk, while abnormal

events are people littering/discarding items, wandering, walking towards the camera,

walking on the grass and abandoning objects.

ShanghaiTech [13]. This set is a very challenging one for abnormal event detection.

Unlike other data sets, it contains 13 different scenes with different lighting conditions

and camera angles. There are 330 training videos and 107 test videos. The test set

contains a total of 130 abnormal events with pixel-level annotations. There are 316,154

frames in the entire data set, including 274,515 frames in the training set, 42,883 frames

in the test set, and a total of 17,090 abnormal frames. The resolution of each video

frame is 480×856.

4.2. Quantitative Metrics

For video anomaly detection, frame-level criterion is usually used to evaluate glob-

al abnormal events, but it is not the best choice for local abnormal event evaluation.

For this reason, Mahadevan et al. [48] proposed pixel-level criterion to evaluate local

abnormal events. This paper uses three levels of frame level, pixel level and dual pixel

level to evaluate the anomaly detection system.
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For frame-level evaluation criterion, we usually don’t care where the anomaly oc-

curs in the scene. When an abnormal event is detected, the video frame where the

abnormal event is located is classified as an abnormality. Therefore, when the ground-

truth of a frame contains anomalies and some pixels are detected as anomalies, the

frame is a true positive (TP); otherwise, it is a false positive (FP). If the detection re-

sult of a certain frame is normal, and its ground-truth is also normal, it is called true

negative (TN); otherwise, it is false negative (FN). For each evaluation criterion, area

under curve (AUC) and equal error rate (EER) are usually reported to compare meth-

ods, where AUC is the area under the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve,

and EER is defined as the percentage of misclassified frames when the false positive

Rate (FPR) is equal to the false negative rate (FNR). ROC curve is drawn using pairs

of TPR and FPR.

In the actual surveillance video anomaly detection, we usually want to quickly find

the start and end frames of the anomaly. Therefore, frame-level criterion are important

Figure 4: Two most representative qualitative demonstrations. The top two rows are two examples in the
PED1 set, and the bottom two rows are two examples in the Avenue set. From left to right are the original
video frame, ground-truth, the error map of the baseline model and the error map of the proposed model.
We map the reconstruction error to the color space from blue to red according to the magnitude of the error
value, where blue represents a lower error and red represents a higher error.
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Data Sets PED1 [67] PED2 [67]
Metrics Frame Pixel Dual Frame Pixel Dual

Methods AUC↑ EER↓ AUC↑ EER↓ AUC↑ AUC↑ EER↓ AUC↑ EER↓ AUC↑
OC-SVM[69]-2017 59.06 42.97 21.78 37.47 11.72 61.01 44.43 26.27 26.47 19.23
GMM[69]-2017 60.33 38.88 36.64 35.07 13.60 75.20 30.95 51.93 18.46 40.33
D-RFCN[45]-2018 90.00 13.10 87.00 14.50 - 95.00 6.60 95.00 6.90 -
FFP[54]-2018 83.10 23.54 - - - 95.40 11.98 - - -
S2-VAE[24]-2018 - 14.30 94.25 - - - - - - -
OCAE[27]-2019 - - - - - 97.80 - - - -
MemAE[25]-2019 - - - - - 94.10 - - - -
ISTL[26]-2019 75.20 29.80 - - - 91.10 8.90 - - -
DeepOC[70]-2019 83.50 23.40 63.10 - - 96.90 8.80 95.00 - -
AICN[71]-2019 95.10 9.40 82.40 17.00 - 95.30 9.30 90.80 15.00 -
sRNN-AE[13]-2019 - - - - - 92.21 - - - -
Zhou et al.[62]-2019 83.90 - - - - 96.00 - - - -
Park et al.[60]-2020 - - - - - 97.00 - - - -
Chang et al.[61]-2020 - - - - - 96.50 - - - -
Doshi et al.[63]-2020 - - - - - 97.80 - - - -
Pang et al.[64]-2020 71.70 - - - - 83.20 - - - -
Lu et al. [72]-2020 86.30 - - - - 96.20 - - - -
MLAD[28]-2019 (Baseline) 82.34 23.50 66.60 22.65 60.79 97.52 4.68 94.45 4.58 93.99
Ours 88.52 15.13 71.40 15.15 63.75 98.87 3.28 97.45 2.39 96.86

Table 1: Quantitative comparisons with 11 SOTA models (1/2). ↑ / ↓ means higher/lower is better. Because
some methods only have frame-level detections (most of the SOTA codes are not publicly available), we use
“-” to denote the missed data.

and meaningful. The pixel level criterion is used to evaluate the performance of the

method in terms of the location of abnormal events. The location of abnormal events

is very important for pixel-level evaluation. When at least 40% of the true abnormal

pixels are detected in a frame, the frame is true positive. Therefore, the pixel-level cri-

terion is a more accurate method for evaluating the quality of the algorithm. However,

there is a drawback of pixel-level evaluation. When 40% of the abnormal ground-truth

are overlapped, all false detected regions are ignored. As a result, the system can give

as many (false) detections as possible to have more chance to cover the ground-truth.

In order to address this problem, a constraint can be added to the pixel-level detection,

that is, at least ξ (i.e., 5%) of detected regions are true abnormal pixels, which is a

dual-pixel level evaluation. Therefore, if a large irrelevant region is detected, it is not

considered as a true positive by this metric.

4.3. Quantitative Comparisons

Table 1 and Table 2 shows the quantitative comparison results, where our approach

has significantly outperformed the baseline model (MLAD [28]) in all metrics and
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Data Sets Avenue [49] ShanghaiTech [13]
Metrics Frame Pixel Dual Frame Pixel Dual

Methods AUC↑ EER↓ AUC↑ EER↓ AUC↑ AUC↑ EER↓ AUC↑ EER↓ AUC↑
OC-SVM[69]-2017 71.66 33.87 33.16 47.55 33.15 53.11 - - - -
GMM[69]-2017 67.27 35.84 43.06 43.13 41.64 - - - - -
D-RFCN[45]-2018 - - - - - - - - - -
FFP[54]-2018 84.90 20.69 - - - 72.80 32.65 - - -
S2-VAE[24]-2018 87.60 - - - - - - - - -
OCAE[27]-2019 90.40 - - - - 84.90 - - - -
MemAE[25]-2019 83.30 - - - - 71.20 - - - -
ISTL[26]-2019 76.80 29.20 - - - - - - - -
DeepOC[70]-2019 86.60 18.50 - - - - - - - -
AICN[71]-2019 - - - - - - - - - -
sRNN-AE[13]-2019 83.48 - - - - 69.63 - - - -
Zhou et al.[62]-2019 86.00 - - - - - - - - -
Park et al.[60]-2020 88.50 - - - - 70.50 - - - -
Chang et al.[61]-2020 86.00 - - - - 73.30 - - - -
Doshi et al.[63]-2020 86.40 - - - - 71.62 - - - -
Pang et al.[64]-2020 - - - - - - - - - -
Lu et al. [72]-2020 85.80 - - - - 77.90 - - - -
MLAD[28]-2019 (Baseline) 71.54 36.38 52.82 38.82 51.76 69.09 33.92 43.63 39.74 40.92
Ours 84.72 22.84 53.64 32.54 53.22 72.80 29.25 42.00 37.29 41.25

Table 2: Continued quantitative comparisons (2/2). Since the shanghaiTech set is a recently proposed
one [13], there are fewer results reported on it.

datasets. Meanwhile, our approach have reached the leading SOTA performance on

PED2, Avenue and ShanghaiTech sets. Though our approach has not reached the best

performance on PED1 set, our performance is comparable to other SOTA methods. On

the Avenue dataset, compared with the baseline model (MLAD), our method shows

a significant improvement in frame-level detection (approximately 13.5%) and further

improvement in pixel-level and dual-pixel level (about 3% averagely).

We have further demonstrated the qualitative differences between the proposed ap-

proach and the baseline model in Fig. 4. For example, in PED1 set, our method is

able to detect tiny and unnoticeable abnormal behaviors in the distance of the video

that the baseline model missed. Taking the Avenue set for instance, our method is able

to correctly detect the abnormal behavior that is very close to the camera, while the

baseline model cannot achieve this. All these qualitative demonstrations indicate that,

compared with the baseline model, our method can easily detect abnormal behaviors

that tend to be ignored by the baseline model.
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Ped1 Avenue
Components Frame Pixel Dual Frame Pixel Dual

AUC↑ EER↓ AUC↑ EER↓ AUC↑ AUC↑ EER↓ AUC↑ EER↓ AUC↑
Baseline 82.34 23.50 66.60 22.65 60.79 71.54 36.38 52.82 38.82 51.76
Our{A+N} 80.10 25.53 62.51 24.76 52.87 75.90 28.19 44.07 43.48 43.17
Our{T+A} 82.88 22.21 66.71 21.68 61.36 82.30 25.24 49.57 34.72 48.99
Our{T+N} 85.48 19.72 68.39 17.26 59.78 82.52 24.88 52.35 33.19 51.68
Our{T+A+N} 85.81 18.17 70.32 17.68 62.10 84.06 23.90 52.84 34.72 52.28
Our{T+A+N}+ 87.47 17.23 70.69 16.19 64.10 84.72 22.84 53.64 32.54 53.22
Our{T+A+N}++ 88.52 15.13 71.40 15.15 63.75 81.67 25.84 55.14 30.03 54.58

Table 3: Component evaluations over PED1 and Avenue datasets. T/A/N: retraining baseline using {the
original training set}/{mined anomaly data}/{mined normal data}; Superscript ‘+’ denotes replacing the
baseline model with Our{A+N}, and recursively conduct the semi-supervised training again, and ‘++’ de-
notes repeating such procedure two times.

4.4. Component Evaluations & Ablation Studies

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed approach, we have teste the retrand

baseline model using the original training frames {T}, the mined abnormal frames

{A}, the mined normal frames {N} and all of these three, and the quantitative results

can be found in Table 3, where the “Our{T+A+N}” outperforms the one retrained using

{A}, {N}, and {A+N} solely, showing the effectiveness of our data mining scheme

demonstrated in Fig. 3.

To demonstrate the commonality, we have further applied the proposed method to

urther retrain “an already retrained baseline model — Our{T+A+N}+” and we have

observed some performance gain by using such recursive manner, but the performance

gains will get vanished if we continue this retraining process for another new round,

i.e., the Our{T+A+N}++.

Fig. 5 shows some qualitative results of the proposed method after performing d-

ifferent iteration rounds. As can be seen that, as the number of iterations increases

(from top to bottom), our model can correctly detect some abnormal behaviors that

were previously missed. Meanwhile, our method can also rectify some false detections

to achieve more accurate detection performance. From these visualization results, we

can notice that our recurrent procedure can successfully retain large errors for those

abnormal regions, and decrease the errors in normal regions. Consequently, the target

model can detect abnormal behaviors more easily than its previous version. Specifical-
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ηa, ηs
Ped1 Ped2

Frame Pixel Dual Frame Pixel Dual
AUC↑ EER↓ AUC↑ EER↓ AUC↑ AUC↑ EER↓ AUC↑ EER↓ AUC↑

{.80, .80} 86.01 18.79 69.55 17.57 62.68 95.94 8.56 81.6 6.17 81.27
{.80, .90} 86.52 18.29 69.46 17.36 60.55 98.49 5.77 95.79 2.24 95.05
{.75, .85} 82.49 22.95 64.61 23.76 59.75 94.91 7.41 89.61 7.66 89.11
{.85, .85} 84.37 20.58 65.17 17.65 60.34 97.52 6.32 90.71 4.13 90.14
{.80, .85} 88.52 15.13 71.40 15.15 63.75 98.87 3.28 97.45 2.39 96.86

Table 4: Ablation studies of {ηa, ηs} over PED1 and PED2 sets. The bold indicate the best results.

ly, since there is no open source code available for other pixel-level detection methods,

it is very difficult for us to conduct other experiments.

Figure 5: Detection results of our model after performing different iteration times on the PED1 set. The top
row shows the source frames and the corresponding GTs, and the second to fifth rows are the error maps and
detection maps from the baseline model to the 1st, the 2nd (+), and the 3rd (++) iterations.

Table 4 demonstrates the ablation study towards different choices of two important

hard thresholds, i.e., ηa and ηs, where the former ηa (mentioned in Sec. 3.4) is used

to formulate the binary retraining MASKs, and the later ηs (mentioned in Fig. 3) is

used as the threshold to initially separate normal and abnormal frames. We choose

ηa = 0.80 and ηs = 0.85 as the optimal choice according to the results reported in

Table 4.

Table 5 shows the comparison of the influence of the value of α (Eq. 3) on the

selection of normal frames and the accuracy of frames. The data format in the table
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Figure 6: Visualization of the ablation study results regarding the exact choices of ηa and ηs in terms of
frame-AUC and pixel-AUC.

follows the order of Ped1/Ped2/Avenue. The ‘Total frames’ is the number of all test

video frames in the data set; the ‘Selected frames’ means the number of frames se-

lected by our algorithm; the ‘Normal frames’ is the number of normal frames in the

selected data; the ‘TPR’ indicates the proportion of normal frames in the selected ones.

According to the results in the table, we choose α = 2.0 as the optimal choice.

4.5. Limitations

Our framework is implemented with NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 GPUs and Ten-

sorflow. Since the proposed approach is developed on other SOTA models, its over

performance is positively related to that of the target deep model, and thus failure

cases of the target model might still be existed occasionally, see the last two rows in

Fig. 4. On the other hand, as a pixel-wise manner, our approach has achieved FPS: 1.6,

however, the retraining process consumes a lot of additional time. Taking the PED1

dataset for instance, the re-training on the MLAD models takes about 4 hours. Albeit

the additional time cost, the performance gain can still benefit sceneries without speed

requirements. Besides, the predicting speeds of a model with and without performing

the proposed retraining scheme are almost the same, i.e., the FPS remains about 1.6.

5. Conclusions

This paper has devised a novel retraining framework, where key technical inno-

vations include 1) a dynamic thresholding based data mining scheme; 2) a masking

based retraining strategy. All these two parts together jointly improve the target SOTA

model significantly, and, more importantly, our approach can be adapted to any other
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α Total frames Selected frames Normal frames TPR
1.0 7200

/
2010

/
15324 0

/
0
/

22 0
/

0
/

22 0
/

0
/

1.00
1.5 7200

/
2010

/
15324 87

/
26
/

4123 57
/

26
/

4012 0.58
/

1.00
/

0.94
2.0 7200

/
2010

/
15324 722

/
79
/

8443 579
/

79
/

8055 0.87
/

1.00
/

0.92
2.5 7200

/
2010

/
15324 1965

/
225
/

10538 1499
/

224
/

9571 0.67
/

0.99
/

0.73
3.0 7200

/
2010

/
15324 3115

/
298
/

12006 1791
/

258
/

10293 0.50
/

0.77
/

0.64
3.5 7200

/
2010

/
15324 4824

/
500
/

13629 2141
/

259
/

11065 0.40
/

0.57
/

0.59

Table 5: Comparison of the influence of the value of α on the selection of normal frames and the accuracy
of frames.

SOTA deep learning based approach. We have also conducted massive quantitative

comparisons and evaluations to show the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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